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VILLAIN/ESSE: THE ARCHITECT OF NOIR

Why do you need a baddie? 

a. Raison d’être for a crime/mystery thriller

i.SETS THE ACTION

ii.MANIPULATES CHARACTERS, PROTAGONISTS, OUTCOMES

iii.MISDIRECTS the Art of Misdirections

b. Villain can “steal the spotlight”

i.Can be understandable, sympathetic, recognizably 

human

ii.Even “monsters” (Dr. Frankenstein vs. his mon-

ster)

c. The villain is as old as story-telling

i.dark vs light Adam and Eve  

Can you think of “Top Ten” Villains in crime fiction? 

2. The Architect: Mechanics of Villainy

a. Ask yourself: What is the villain DOING?

b. Villain=antagonist; usually in opposition to protago-

nist

c. S/he is trying to further OWN GOALS

d. In doing so, actions include CRIME

i.CRIME creates a problem to be SOLVED in a mystery

ii.CRIME creates a problem to be STOPPED in a 

thriller

e. Villain will also : throw suspicion on other suspects

f. Hide/misdirect efforts to solve 

g. Manufacture red herrings

i.Makes sure s/he “gets away with it”

h. How to track actions? TIMELINE  

Whether or not you outline, you ALWAYS need a TIME-

LINE. Readers will never see it, but it allows you to 

see what the villain—the master puppeteer is doing to 

direct the action.
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i. things get worse, tension and stakes escalate

i.Plot the BACKSTORY

1. How does the crime take place?

2. What are the events leading to the crime?

3. What steps does the villain initially take 

to hide involvement in the crime?

ii.DUAL TIMELINES

1. VILLAIN ACTS – PROTAGONIST REACTS

a. And vice-versa/cause-and-effect

b. Like a tennis match

3. The Manipulator: Psychology of Villainy  

EXTERNAL CONFLICT SPRINGS FROM INNER CONFLICT

a. Villain is recognizably HUMAN. Someone who WANTS some-

thing (PAYOFF) and believes they should get it/have a 

right to it (CONVICTION) without regard for how the 

process affects other people (CONFLICT).

i.Even if it seems irrational to us, it’s a legiti-

mate goal to the villain, according to their 

code.

Continuing the Psychology of Villainy

ii.Rationality and irrationality is often mixed

1. The characters in THE GODFATHER or THE SO-

PRANOS operate within a belief system that 

makes them more “human.” “Lucky” Luciano 

helped the government during WWII.

b. PAYOFF+CONVICTION = MENACE

c. Villain can be a SHADOW version/flip-side of hero

i.Qualities like the hero but the dark side

1. Moriarty

2. Darth Vader

3. The Joker

4. “Lucifer” types
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d. Villain can be an ANTI-HERO (common in noir)

i.“Regular Joe” who makes the fatefully wrong deci-

sion

1. Double Indemnity

2. A victim of blackmail who kills blackmailer

a. The “fatal flaw” or “Hamlet” type

e. Questions to ask about your villain:

i.Specific psychopathy, scarred, foolish, victim, 

what? 

ii.How does s/he hide in plain sight?

iii.What is her/his façade?

iv.How is the façade maintained?

v.Does s/he have a code?  What is the code? i.e. no 

kids or animals, never on Sunday

vi.What are her moral dilemmas and ethics and with 

what or whom does s/he empathize?

f. Answers lead to MOTIVES. 

i.Be clear on villain’s motives for EVERY ACTION. 

ASK “WHY?”

ii.Make a LIST OF MOTIVES: love, money, revenge, 

fear, etc.

1. Your villain can’t use them all but you 

will need motives for OTHER SUSPECTS

2. MANIPULATION

3. One of the strongest weapons in the villain 

arsenal.

4. Unless s/he wants to be caught (in which 

case the narrative is all backstory), s/he 

spends a lot of energy manipulating people 

and events to escape capture. A worthy or 

superior adversary.

5. The villain KNOWS THE TRUTH – the protago-

nists DOESN’T.
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iii.How does the villain manipulate people and use 

them? How does he manipulate the action?

1. False clues, red herrings

2. Destroying evidence/eliminating witnesses

3. Emotional manipulation of protagonist, wit-

nesses, potential suspects, dupes

4. Maintaining the innocent façade

5. Always trying to keep OUTSMARTING the hero, 

always at least ONE STEP AHEAD.

4. The Villain is the Focal Point

a. Understand what KIND OF VILLAIN your character is

b. Explore THE RAGE

c. Find their POKER FACE/FAÇADE

d. Choose a costume, voice, props: VISUALIZE THEM!

e. Don’t be afraid of THE DARK or getting UGLY

f. Find HUMANITY and, potentially, HUMOR

g. Ask yourself: WHAT WOULD MY VILLAIN DO?


